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 A letter to Susan Michie  

First impressions seldom tell the whole story, but they count - because they are unique. When you showed me your latest work, I 
had a sense of seeing new things, of surprise. They lay on the table, a stack of medium sized rectangles covered entirely with 
spots of shellac, applied with a pen, uniform in size, and ranging in colour from yellowish brown to a warm near-black.  Their sheen 
and texture and slight relief seemed to invite the touch,  and when I did touch one I almost imagined that I might feel the 
sensation of a living thing.

You told me they were to do with 'SKIN' and you said how intensive this work was proving to be; how you weren't sure in the early 
stages whether the project (involving 14 drawings) would actually work. You told me of the tension involved in the laborious and 
time-consuming process, and of having to remain faithful to that process for long enough to find out where it would lead. You also 
mentioned that these were quite different from your earlier drawings, and ( this really tantalized me) that you even wondered if 
they were 'drawings' at all but as I gazed at these evocations of skin and time, what you had said started to fall into place, and at 
the same time many thoughts began to form themselves in my mind. Thoughts about your drawings, thoughts which gave rise to 
other thoughts.

The drawing begins with the dot. Each dot, like a cell, gathers and holds a nexus of energies at a single point.  As they multiply 
and spread to cover the paper they weave a surface which is an organic unity rather than a machinic accumulation. Just as each 
dot is individual, each surface, like a fingerprint, is different from the others, although recognisably of the same 'stuff''.  Unlike your 
previous drawings, where the marks were contained within a margin, a wide border, here they extend to the edges of the paper, 
indeed they almost spill over, which seems to invest the edge with a taut energy.  Their density varies slightly, allowing thicker, 
darker clusters to form in places, like a bruise. Occasionally a long seam or ridge builds up, sometimes running down the whole 
length of the paper, like the faint scar of an old wound. I noticed something I couldn't explain: the paper seemed thicker than it 
actually was.  Could this be because as the dots gather at the edges, the energy of their activity is somehow stimulated by their 
distance from the centre? I was reminded of the way insects swarm, with the outermost ones running about wildly and those 
nearer the centre clustering together. But perhaps it's wrong to think of these drawings in terms of centre and edge. Their all-
overness suggests a continuum  which is experienced as a 'thing'. And the edges are cleanly cut, no deckling or rubbing or 
distressing... This decisive move, at one stroke (literally) removes the work from illusionism or sentimentality, These are not literal 
depictions (for all their presence), rather they are metaphors for skin, and what it signifies. The way it is formed and exists in the 
world, and the way we experience it. 

 Living skin is our covering - a physical container and a  psychic envelope. It marks the edges and peripheries of the self, 
communicating and interacting with the world and with itself, constantly transmitting and receiving its messages. It gives the self a 
sense of its uniqueness.  Skin is everywhere. The dust in our houses consists largely of shed skin. We touch it, we breathe it; we 
are surrounded by the skins of others just as we are clothed in our own skin.  Skin decays when we die. We think of it as one of 
the signs of life, and perhaps this is why it's so poignant to come across the fingerprint of a long-dead person on a letter or in the 
margin of a book. Perhaps it also explains the emotion we feel at those photographs of the prehistoric 'bog-people', where the 
skin has been preserved over thousands of years, and one can see the wrinkles, the scars, even the pores. Sometimes they 
show traces of wounds. These people are still individuals, we give them names, speculate on their lives and  deaths. Their 
preserved skin endows them with dignity, in the dictionary  sense of  'that which is worthy of attention'.Through contemplating 
what we share, we feel a strange intimacy, an intimacy they cannot return. 

When I wrote 'clothed in our own skin' I thought of course of woven fabrics. I know that the Turin shroud and the many theories 
and legends around it has fascinated you . And there, surely - whatever the 'true' explanation may be - is a very special 
connection  between a woven covering and the body which it covered.  The two have fused, the image of the skin permeating the 
fabric as though burnt into it.  Textile  - text - integument... the words are linked. Cloth, paper, skin: they all occupy a position 
between  the rigid geometry of crystals and the total flux of water.  They are intermediary surfaces, interfaces,  membranes, 
linings, coverings. 

I asked you 'Why 14?', and your answer (not the 14 Stations of the Cross, by the way)  was interesting.  You chose the number 
14 as a device to limit the potential spread of the work, by building into its conception a phrase from your childhood : 'When I was 
14'   - not 'when I am 14' but 'When I was 14' - something you frequently used to say when you were a child of about seven.  A 
phrase never fully understood to this day, but which has echoed in your mind down the years. This is to make daring imaginative 
use of the strong energy of a secret. It's at points like this that I find art becomes very fascinating in a way altogether 
unfathomable by reason.  Rather as certain composers have encoded names into their music.  An endlessly evocative realm 
unfolds...

Now this leads me on to a huge idea, but one which is quite difficult to get down in words.  It's to do with being alive to such 
things and making such connections. Life is full of things which happen but which can't be explained, or where a supposedly 
rational explanation seems hopelessly unsatisfactory. Yet these experiences can't be denied or ignored. The flight of a bird in a 
landscape, which seems to have meaning as a sign;  finding a passage in a book picked up at random in a strange place which, 
incredibly, is saying word for word something you had been talking about half an hour before...  these are truly strange 
occurrences - and their immediacy and conviction is perhaps a sign of their authenticity. They are signs, and life is full of them. 
The sceptical mind would dismiss them as 'merely' coincidences etc. but I prefer Jung's idea of synchronicity. You suggested that 
the ego was the problem, constantly standing in our way with its incessant cry of  'I want! I want!' as in Blake's wonderful little 
image.  And that if you can set this obstructive ego aside, which is not always easy, you can unblock your life, allowing things to 
'come together' so that you are in tune with the larger life of the universe. I think all your work reflects this approach to life. The 
way these drawings have come together with the enigmatic 'When I was 14', seems a perfect example.  So much more could be 
said, couldn't it ...   

What is the best way to 'read' these surfaces ?  Is it by a kind of scanning, dot by dot, similar to the way they were made, or by 
gazing at the whole thing?  I'm sure that gazing is the way.  Scanning is too analytical, not sufficiently superficial , not sufficiently 
true to surface.  The reading that may follow gazing will be a different kind of reading. An analogy from the written word: an author 
once told me that you don't need to read a book to find out if it is 'quick' (alive) rather than dead. It's enough just to let your eyes 
rest on the first page for a few moments. If it's 'quick' you can feel a kind of electricity dancing off the page. Just the look of the 
text will give off little sparks. The book may or may not be great literature - that's something else ... You'll have to read it  to find 
out ! 

I've written mainly of your project in terms of surface, and I do think of you as an artist with a remarkable feeling for surface. But of 
course every surface implies a depth, something that lies behind or beneath it, or works its way through it. In the passage you 
quoted from that book, Skin - the Human Fabric, the author writes of the skin as a record of ....' bygone worries, work and 



wounds.'  I wonder how that record is linked to our unconscious - psyche - where everything in experience, both personal and 
collective, is stored?  Skin as memory. If all the material of one's life is registered in the unconscious, then perhaps one's work as 
an artist could be a process of finding  visual forms through which something of this can be communicated. The process itself 
remains mysterious and elusive. Your practice, on the other hand, seems very simple and direct - the repetition of a dot. Yet by 
working in this way you can release these compacted messages and allow them to appear. Perhaps this is why your sequence of 
drawings seems to me ageless -  uniquely of its moment, the time of its making,  and yet also very old ... These are not serene 
images. But they are reconciling images, and images of healing - passionate and compulsive significations of living tissue, and of 
lived time.

Simon Lewty       May  2010      

     

     


